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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention provides an apparatus for identifying and sort 
ing part of recycling plastic bottles and aluminum cans. The 
invention eases the process of Sorting recyclable material at 
the recycle bin to avoid the sorting later in the process. After 
sorting the material, the recycle bin compresses the bottles or 
the cans to accommodate more material into the correspond 
ing material compartment. The invention is a modular 
arrangement allowing ease of replacing any of the three units 
of the apparatus: compression, classification, and storage. 
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FIG. 5a 
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FIG. 7 
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1. 

MODULAR GARBAGE COLLECTION 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Waste and garbage management is one of the most critical 
problems of our time. Several attempts have been made in the 
past to overcome the problems associated with waste man 
agement and efficient trash recycling. For example, U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,143,905 provides an enclosure for a refuse container 
and a recyclable container includes a frame; a front and a rear 
carried by the frame and including an advertising holder, a 
refuse opening, and a recyclable opening, the refuse opening 
receiving refuse therethrough for depositing the refuse in the 
enclosed refuse container, the recyclable opening receiving 
recyclables therethrough for depositing the recyclables in the 
enclosed recyclable container, a rear carried by the frame and 
including an advertising holder for holding advertising; a left 
side carried by the frame and including an advertising holder 
for holding advertising; a right side carried by the frame and 
including an advertising holder for holding advertising 
thereon; and a roof carried by the frame. U.S. Pat. No. 5,447. 
017 provides an automatic recycling machine and automatic 
waste disposal system for plural types of household and com 
mercial waste materials which automatically sorts, processes, 
shreds, crushes, compacts, rinses by cleaning liquid for 
removal of contamination and dirt from certain washable 
waste types, packages the waste material, and identifying the 
package with waste type and waste source by barcode mark 
ing. U.S. Pat. No. 4,821,969 provides in a can crusher, cans 
lying in a semicylindrical compaction chamber are crushed 
between a movable ram and a stationary anvil plate. The ram 
is driven by a ramrod extending from the ram, a ramrod crank 
arm pivoted to the ram rod and rotated by a power driven 
crankshaft. Crushed cans are ejected from between the ram 
and anvil plate after being crushed, and uncrushed cans are 
fed to a lengthwise position in the compaction chamber each 
time the ram moves back from the anvil plate. The uncrushed 
cans are fed, end-to-end, into the compaction chamber from a 
feed tube located above the chamber. The feed tube has a 
skewer-receiving opening provided in it, and a skewer-retain 
ing sleeve extends out from the feed tube in Surrounding 
relationship to the opening. The skewer crank arm is fixedly 
mounted on the crankshaft in fixed angular relationship with 
respect to the ramrod crankarm. When the ram is in its closest 
position to the anvil plate, the skewer is clear of the interior 
surface of the feed tube to allow uncrushed cans to move into 
contact with a can restricting camming Surface of the ramrod, 
but just before the bottom can slides over the can restricting 
camming Surface of the ram rod, the next-to-the bottom 
uncrushed can has been impaled by this skewer. U.S. Pat. No. 
6,141,945 provides a multi-unit, automatic machine for com 
paction, packaging, and disposal of plural types of material 
Such as newspaper, plastic containers, glass bottles, alumi 
num cans, or other household and commercial waste. Each 
type of material is automatically processed in a separate unit 
and than separately packaged and sealed in a special bar 
coded bag, which is then disposed of the machine. 

However, there is long felt need for a low-cost integral 
recycling Solution that allows modular replacement of its 
components while gathering associated data to share and 
analyze with other users or recycling apparatus. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides a means for identifying and sorting 
part of recycling plastic bottles and aluminum cans. The 
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2 
invention eases the process of Sorting recyclable material at 
the recycle bin to avoid the sorting later in the process. After 
sorting the material, the recycle bin compresses the bottles or 
the cans to accommodate more material into the correspond 
ing material compartment. The invention is a modular 
arrangement allowing ease of replacing any of the three units 
of the apparatus: compression, classification, and storage. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further features and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying figures showing 
illustrative embodiments of the invention, in which: 

FIG. 1 shows a front view of a modular recycling trash bin 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 2 shows a back view of a modular recycling trash bin 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 3 shows a top view of a modular recycling trash bin 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 4 shows a compression unit according to the present 
invention. 

FIG. 5 shows a sorting unit according to the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 5a shows a sorting unit according to another embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 6 shows a schematic of the connections for a control 
unit according to the present invention. 

FIG. 7 shows the typical operation of the control unit of the 
apparatus according to the present invention. 

Throughout the figures, the same reference numbers and 
characters, unless otherwise stated, are used to denote like 
elements, components, portions or features of the illustrated 
embodiments. The subject invention will be described in 
detail in conjunction with the accompanying figures, in view 
of the illustrative embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The garbage collecting apparatus of the present invention 
is a modular arrangement having three separate units that are 
removable attached to each other. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, 
the garbage-collecting apparatus 1 has a compression unit 2 
structurally coupled to a sorting unit 3, which is also struc 
turally coupled to a collection unit 4. As can be appreciated, 
the units are vertically stacked, wherein the collection unit 4 
is positioned at the bottom of the arrangement and the sorting 
unit 3 is positioned on top of said collection unit 4 and 
between said collection unit 4 and said compression unit 2. 
which is positioned at the top of the modular arrangement. 

FIG. 3 shows a top view of said compression unit 2. A 
container receiving unit 2c is located on said compression 
unit 2, wherein a receiving inlet 2d is provided outside said 
compression unit 2 for receiving either a plastic bottle or a 
metal can and is accessible providing an intuitive arrange 
ment to any person. In addition, a visual and/or audio arrange 
ment (6a, 6b) is provided outside said compression unit 2 for 
conveying specific information to a user related to the opera 
tion of the apparatus. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary compression unit 2 accord 
ing to the present invention. A container receiving unit 2c has 
an receiving inlet 2d for receiving either a plastic bottle or a 
metal can and a receiving outlet 2e for directing said plastic 
bottle or a metal can to the interior space of a compression 
compartment as shown in FIG. 4. In a preferred embodiment, 
the container receiving unit 2c is inclined to allow said plastic 
bottle or a metal can to slide by means of gravity. Alterna 
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tively, a moving mechanism Such as but not limited to: a 
conveyor belt could be used to move and direct said plastic 
bottle or a metal can to the interior space of a compression 
compartment. The receiving outlet 2e is structurally posi 
tioned so that a plastic bottle or a metal can is easily directed 
to an input 2a of said compression compartment. A presence 
detector 2f is provided to sense the presence of a plastic bottle 
or a metal can inside said compression compartment. In a 
preferred embodiment, the presence detector 2.fcomprises a 
photoelectric sensor array. A material detector 2g is also 
provided to determine whether a plastic bottle or a metal can 
is inside the compression compartment. In a preferred 
embodiment said material detector 2g comprises an inductive 
sensor responsive only to metal cans. Once either a plastic 
bottle or a metal can is identified and positioned inside said 
compression compartment a perforation element 2h are per 
forated to allow for easier compressing. Puncture is done with 
a sharp object or any other media Suitable to perforate plastic 
and aluminum. It is important to point out that the dimensions 
of the compressing compartment are such as to accommodate 
a plastic bottle or metal can at one time. Once the plastic bottle 
or metal can is punctured a compression element 2i is pro 
vided to compress the punctured bottle or can effectively 
preparing it for sorting and storage. A push element 2i is 
provided to direct said compressed bottle or can to an output 
portion 2b of said and compression compartment and into a 
sorting unit 3. In a preferred embodiment, the compression 
element 2i and the push element 2i is a piston or a linear 
actuator used to compress the aluminum cans or plastic 
bottles and to direct them into said sorting unit 3, respectively. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary sorting unit 3 according to 
the present invention. A classifying element 3a comprising a 
flat surface is provided to receive the compressed bottle or can 
from said output portion2b of the compression compartment, 
wherein a sorting element 3b is structurally coupled to said 
classifying element3a for selectively rotating said classifying 
element 3a between a left side position and a right side posi 
tion. This arrangement allows the compressed bottle or can to 
be selectively directed between a first collection bin 4a and a 
second collection bin 4b as shown in FIG. 1. 

Alternatively, other sorting mechanisms are envisioned 
including, as shown in FIG. 5a, two different slices 3a', 3a" 
(i.e.: inclined flat surfaces) and an actuator 3b' selectively 
directing the compressed bottle or can towards one of said 
slices. In addition, a first fullbin detector 4c and a second full 
bin detector 4d is provided on each side; respectively to detect 
when collection bins 4a and 4b are full. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic of an exemplary control unit 
5 and the connections with the rest of components of the 
apparatus. In a preferred embodiment the control unit 5 com 
prises a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) having a plu 
rality of inputs and outputs to selectively operate the appara 
tus. However, it is envisioned that other controlling elements 
such as but not limited to: an IC-based microcontroller or a 
computer-based microcontroller. As can be seen, the pre 
ferred embodiment of the invention is implemented with a 
PLC and a pneumatic system for actuating the various ele 
ments of the system such as linear or rotary pistons. 
As previously explained, a visual and/or audio arrange 

ment (6a, 6b) is provided to interact with a user or other 
apparatus. A visual displaying element could be used to con 
vey special messages to users such as but not limited to: 
“Ready”, “Busy”, “Plastic compartment full” or “Aluminum 
compartment full’. An audio element could be provided to 
motivate users to use the apparatus by Sounding positive 
messages through a speaker Such as but not limited to: 
“Thanks you' and “Have a nice day'. Also, the audio element 
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4 
could be provided to inform users important information 
relating to the operation of the apparatus. This feature is 
important since users could simply insert the bottle of can and 
leave without verifying the visual elements for such informa 
tion. A counting feature in the Software of a microcontroller 
quantifies the number of bottles or cans that have been pro 
cessed. 
The apparatus of the present invention is designed to be 

able to build a wireless network of neighboring apparatus. 
This network could be available via the Internet by port inter 
face, so that clients can monitor each trashcans activity. This 
monitored baseline data can be accessed by recycling com 
panies to make a number of different studies like marketing, 
statistics or viability studies and to optimize their collecting 
of recyclable material logistics. The modular construction of 
the system allows for replacement of each individual unit in a 
“plug and play manner if damaged. Also, an emergency stop 
is provided by an emergency stop mechanism 8 if a safety 
sensor 7 is triggered, for example when a user inserts his/her 
hand inside the garbage can. 
The typical operation of the control unit of the apparatus 

will be explained in conjunction with the flowchart of FIG. 7. 
First, the control unit waits for activation of the presence 
detector 2f via a presence control input 5a. When a bottle or 
can is deposited into the apparatus the presence detector 2f is 
activated and: a) a perforation control output 5factivates the 
perforating element 2h and b) a compression control output 
5g activates the compression element 2i. The control unit then 
verifies if the material detector is activated via a material 
control input 5b to determine whether a plastic bottle or a 
metal can is being processed. Once the material type is prop 
erly determined, the control unit activates the push element 2j 
via a push control output 5i to direct the bottle or can into the 
sorting unit 3, which in turn is activated by a rotary control 
output 5d to direct the bottle or can to either the first or the 
second output. A counting control input 5c is provided to 
receive a signal from first and second photoelectric sensors 3c 
indicative of whether the bottle or can is directed either to the 
first or the second output, which in turn is coupled to the 
plastic container or the metal container, respectively. All the 
information related to the operation of the apparatus could be 
provided as data that can be transmitted through the Internet 
via a network port for remote receipt and analysis. In addition, 
a plurality of garbage apparatus could be interconnected to 
provide a redundant network or to allow data exchange 
among the plurality of garbage apparatus. 

Although the present invention has been described herein 
with reference to the foregoing exemplary embodiment, this 
embodiment does not serve to limit the scope of the present 
invention. Accordingly, those skilled in the art to which the 
present invention pertains will appreciate that various modi 
fications are possible, without departing from the technical 
spirit of the present invention. 

We claim: 
1. A garbage collecting apparatus comprising: 
a compression unit having: 
a compression compartment having an input portion and an 

output portion; 
a container receiving unit having a receiving inlet receiving 

at least one of a plastic container and a metal container 
and a receiver outlet directing said at least one of a 
plastic container and a metal container to the input por 
tion of said compression compartment allowing said at 
least one of a plastic container and a metal container to 
enter said compression compartment; 
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a presence detector sensing the presence of said at least one 
of a plastic container and a metal container inside said 
compression compartment; 

a material detector determining if a container inside said 
compression compartment is made of metal or plastic; 

a perforation element perforating said at least one of a 
plastic container and a metal container inside said com 
pression compartment; 

a compression element compressing said at least one of a 
plastic container and a metal container inside said com 
pression compartment; 

an push element directing said compressed container to the 
output portion of said compression compartment; 

a sorting unit having: 
a classifying element receiving said compressed container 

from said output portion of said compression compart 
ment; 

a sorting element configured to direct said compressed 
container to either a first output or a second output via 
said classifying element; and a counting arrangement 
configured to count the amount of compressed contain 
ers directed to said first and second output: 

a collection unit having: 
a first collection bin receiving a compressed container from 

said first output; 
a first full bin detector detecting when said first collection 

bin is full; 
a second collection bin receiving a compressed container 

from said second output; 
a second full bin detector detecting when said second col 

lection bin is full; and 
a control unit having: 
a presence control input receiving a signal from said pres 

ence detector; 
a material control input receiving a signal from said mate 

rial detector; 
a counting control input receiving a signal from said count 

ing arrangement when said compressed container is 
directed to said first and second output; 

a first full bin control input receiving a signal from said first 
full bin detector; 

a second full bin control input receiving a signal from said 
second full bin detector; 

a perforation control output configured to actuate said per 
foration element; 
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a compression control output configured to actuate said 

compression element; 
a push control output configured to actuate said push ele 

ment; and 
a sorting control output configured to actuate said sorting 

element. 
2. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 

said presence detector comprises a photoelectric sensor. 
3. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 

said material detector comprises an inductive sensor. 
4. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 

said classifying element comprises a flat element structurally 
coupled to said sorting element, said sorting element com 
prises a rotary actuator that rotates said classifying element 
between said first output and said second output. 

5. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 
said classifying element comprises a first flat element config 
ured to direct said compressed container to said first output 
and a second flat element configured to direct said com 
pressed container to said second output, said sorting element 
being configured to direct the compressed container received 
from the output portion of said compression compartment to 
either the first flat element or the second flat element. 

6. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 
said counting arrangement comprises a first photoelectric 
sensor in the proximity of said first output and a second 
photoelectric sensor in the proximity of said second output. 

7. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 
said control unit further comprises an indication control out 
put connected to an indicating element. 

8. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 7, wherein 
said indicating element comprises at least one of: a visual 
element and an audible element. 

9. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, further 
comprising an emergency stop mechanism configured to 
automatically stop operation of the garbage collecting appa 
ratus if a safety sensor is triggered. 

10. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 1, wherein 
said control unit further comprises a network interface con 
figured to transmit data associated to the operation of said 
garbage collecting apparatus to a remote device. 

11. The garbage collecting apparatus of claim 10, wherein 
said remote device comprises at least one of: 

another garbage collecting apparatus and a remote server. 


